CUTTING COSTS
WITH FLEET
MANAGEMENT

INTRODUCTION
Nobody needs to tell you that your

Want to bring down your vehicle costs?

vehicles can push up business costs. Fuel,

Then read on.

maintenance, depreciation and insurance
are just a few ways that your cars, vans or
trucks impact your bottom line.
This guide takes a deep dive into vehicle
costs and how to get them under control.
It investigates the factors driving up
your costs, the steps you can take to
start saving and how fleet management
solutions support a more cost-effective
operation. Plus, it comes with a helpful
savings calculator, so you can quickly
work out exactly how valuable a fleet
management solution could be for your
business.

THE FACTORS
THAT DRIVE UP
COSTS
Your fleet costs can be divided into two categories:

So, there seems to be a consensus that variable

variable and fixed. Your fixed costs are the result of

vehicle costs are too high. But what’s contributing to

your investment in vehicles, for example depreciation

them?

and interest. Essential and unavoidable, these cannot
be decreased.
Variable costs are another matter. Things like fuel,
maintenance, damage and insurance are all within
your ability to manage. And, when you speak to
decision makers operating all types of fleets, you

MILEAGE

quickly see how much of a burden they are. In

This one is simple: the more your vehicles drive, the

PriceWaterhouseCoopers research, 75% of transport

more you pay for fuel. While obviously you want

CEOs cited oil prices as one of their biggest

to cut down unnecessary driving, without proper

operational concerns1, while in a recent Webfleet

visibility over vehicle location and traffic, reducing

solutions Telematics survey, the majority of small and

your drivers’ time on the road can be tricky. If you get

medium sized businesses that use vehicles agreed

it wrong, you could end up harming productivity.

that their vehicle costs are higher than necessary, and
they should be doing more to reduce fuel usage.
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W ild, J. (2015, April 6). Fuel costs remain big concern for transport
company chiefs. The Financial Times

DRIVER BEHAVIOUR

WEAR AND TEAR

If your drivers are constantly accelerating and

The general health of your vehicles is another area

decelerating, speeding or going around corners too

that can inflate costs. Again, driver behaviour plays

fast, they’re wasting fuel. Perhaps you think that

a big role: acceleration, harsh braking and slow gear

sort of driving is still preferable, as it will result in

changing can all take its toll on various parts of your

them getting to the destination quicker? Think again:

vehicle. And the more wear and tear, the higher your

aggressive drivers generally do not save a significant

maintenance costs.

amount of time when compared to those driving in a
calm, controlled fashion.

The cost of maintenance is also increased by
haphazard scheduling and the sooner you know

So, not only is poor driver behaviour pushing up your

about diagnostic trouble the better. Regular,

fuel costs, it’s doing it needlessly. But how do you

consistent maintenance checks and automatic

improve driver behaviour if you can’t see how your

notifications regarding possible trouble help you to

team is performing day to day? In Webfleet solutions

identify and fix issues before they become problems

Telematics research, just 20% of fleet decision makers

that can require major repairs and downtime.

said they are certain their drivers behave safely on
the roads. Clearly, to make a change, you’re going to
need better visibility.

INSURANCE CONCERNS
All of the factors mentioned above will also have
an impact on another variable cost: your insurance
premium. If your insurance company sees evidence of
vehicle damage or reckless driving, this will then be
reflected in the amount you have to pay to keep your
business on the road.

SAVING
WITH FLEET
MANAGEMENT
Fleet management solutions are designed to give you
increased visibility over how your vehicles are being
used and managed. This data helps you to take steps
to reduce your total cost of ownership with greater
effectiveness and confidence.

BETTER DRIVING
Using vehicle telematics, a fleet management solution
lets you monitor many aspects of your drivers’
behaviour on the road. It gathers and displays data
on things like accelerating, braking, speed and fuel

So, how does fleet management work in practice

consumption. With this information, you can see

when it comes to cutting costs?

which of your team is using more fuel than average
and why, giving you a basis to start improving
performance and lowering costs.

INSTANT FEEDBACK
Your fleet management solution comes with a Driver
Terminal that sits on the dashboard of your vehicles.
This device offers regular insight and input on how
the driver is doing, encouraging more economical
driver behaviour.

AVOIDING TRAFFIC AND DETOURS
The navigation function of your Driver Terminal will

A BETTER APPROACH TO
MAINTENANCE

always put your vehicles on the most efficient route

Car parts wear less quickly if people drive their

to their destination. It monitors traffic in real-time,

cars more smoothly. Using your fleet management

helping you to avoid jams and roadblocks.

solution to improve driver behaviour, therefore,
helps to lower your maintenance costs and reduce
the chance of vehicle downtime. These solutions

SMARTER, SIMPLER PLANNING
With a complete overview of the location of your
drivers at all times, a fleet management solution gives
you the data you need to plan routes more efficiently,

can also offer automatic alerts when a vehicle is
due for service, based on a set criteria (for example,
kilometres travelled). This gives you a better chance
of identifying any problems early.

minimising miles travelled.

LOWERING PREMIUMS
By investing in vehicle telematics, you show your
insurance company that you’re investing in improving
driving behaviour. Using the data that the system
collects and analyses, you can demonstrate to what
extent driving behaviour is improving. Some insurance
companies are prepared to factor this data into their
calculations when designing insurance premiums.

COST SAVING
EXAMPLES
As good as all of this sounds so far, you’d probably
like some more practical information before going any
further. In this section, we use the Webfleet solutions
Telematics Saving Calculator to break down how a
fleet management solution impacts costs for three
very different types of businesses.
In each case, the figures indicate a considerable
saving though it’s important to note that cutting costs
alone doesn’t make for a good investment. You also
have to factor in the costs incurred when purchasing
the hardware and installing the software.
So, before we look at the examples, let’s discuss the
initial investment and how it factors into the overall
calculation.

HARDWARE COSTS
Each vehicle must be fitted with an on-board
computer. Accessories can be connected to it, such as
a driver terminal. The savings calculator assumes that
the hardware is amortised over three years. It’s also
possible to lease the hardware, instead of buying it.

Example 1:

SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE
COMPANY WITH 10 VANS
Number of vans:

10

Number of miles per vehicle per year:
Fuel:

diesel

Fuel consumption:

SOFTWARE COSTS

30,000

Maintenance costs per vehicle:
Insurance costs per vehicle:

23 miles per gallon
£428
£2,230

Fleet management software offers a range of
powerful functionality. It allows you to see your

Annual savings:

vehicle locations in real-time, gives you insight into

Fuel costs (up to 15%):

fleet efficiency and driving behaviour, monitors fuel

Maintenance costs (up to 18%):

£774

Insurance premium (up to 5%)

£1,115

consumption and CO2 emissions and much, much
more. The cost of your software will depend on
the functionality you require and the length of the
subscription you wish to purchase.

Total annual savings:
Annual savings per vehicle:

£11,662

£13,551
£1,355

Payback period:
Total annual savings:

£13,551

Total annual costs :

£3,772

Calculating the time it takes for your fleet

Total net savings:

£9,779

management solution to pay you back your initial

Payback period:

PAYBACK PERIOD

investment is simple: you compare the annual savings
with the annual cost. In each of our calculations,
companies with fleets see a very short time between
purchasing a solution and having their initial
investment returned.

1

6 months

Example 2:

Example 3:

TRANSPORT COMPANY
WITH 15 TRUCKS

COURIER SERVICE WITH 20 VANS
AND 10 PASSENGER CARS

Number of vans:

15

Number of miles per vehicle per year:
Fuel:
Fuel consumption:
Maintenance costs per vehicle:
Insurance costs per vehicle:

80,000
diesel

9 miles per gallon
£1,780
£3,400

Annual savings:
Fuel costs (up to 15%):

Number of vans:
Number of miles per vehicle per year:
Fuel:
Fuel consumption:

Fuel:

£2,550

Fuel consumption:

£126,566
£8,438

Payback period:
Total annual costs1:
Total net savings:

Payback period:

£2,230

£126,566
£5,613
£120,953

1 month

10

Number of miles per vehicle per year:

Insurance premium (up to 5%)

Total annual savings:

£428

Insurance costs per van:

£4,806

Annual savings per vehicle:

23 miles per gallon

Number of passenger cars:
£119,210

Maintenance costs per vehicle:
Insurance costs per vehicle:

25,000
diesel

Maintenance costs per van:

Maintenance costs (up to 18%):
Total annual savings:

20

25,000
petrol

40 miles per gallon
£430
£1,340

Annual savings:
Fuel costs (up to 15%):

£24,638

Maintenance costs (up to 18%):

£2,322

Insurance premium (up to 5%)

£2,900

Total annual savings:
Annual savings per vehicle:

£29,860
£995

Payback period:
Total annual savings:
Total annual costs1:
Total net savings:

Payback period:

£29,860
£11,316
£18,544

8 months

THE
SAVINGS
CALCULATOR
Would you like a more specific illustration of how

ABOUT THE SAVINGS CALCULATOR

much you could save with fleet management

The savings calculator was developed by Webfleet solutions

solutions? Then we highly recommend you check out
our savings calculator.

Telematics in cooperation with DEKRA Akademie GmbH, a leading
German knowledge institute specialising in transport and traffic.
This online tool provides an estimate of the costs that you can save
with vehicle telematics. The costs and savings are calculated on the

With this easy-to-use tool, you simply fill in the

basis of reliable information gained in practice and the substantial

number of vehicles in your fleet, your average mileage

number of existing customers of Webfleet solutions Telematics. The

and the type of fuel you use. In seconds it will come

calculation formulas in the savings calculator have been checked
and verified by DEKRA Akademie GmbH.

back with a complete overview of your potential
savings and payback period.
DISCLAIMER

As well as giving you a realistic expectation of how

All the results obtained from the savings calculator are intended for

a fleet management solution can help your business,

comparison purposes. Webfleet solutions Telematics and DEKRA

it also gives you a detailed breakdown to show other

Akademie GmbH cannot guarantee or vouch for the accuracy of the
information supplied by the calculator and explicitly waive giving

decision makers in your company why investment in

any direct, indirect or statutory guarantees, including but not limited

this area is worthwhile.

to the implicit guarantees of saleability and suitability for purpose.

Happy saving!

Webfleet solutions Telematics and DEKRA Akademie GmbH are not
responsible nor liable in relation to any person or entity, with respect
to any loss, errors, results or inconvenience, or any direct, indirect,
special or consequential loss, regardless of how the loss is incurred,
when that person or entity relies on any information obtained from
this online tool.

